Summer Seasonal Brews
#1 Anderson Valley Framboise Rose Gose ▪ 4.2% abv ▪
By adding rose hips to the boil along with fresh raspberry puree at the end of fermentation, this kettle-soured
beer is a mélange of flavors and aromas. With a light ruby hue, subtle raspberry fruit notes greet the nose and
fall soft on the palate; tangy, hibiscus-like flavors mingle with the salty tartness of gose to create a uniquely
complex and refreshing drink experience $6.5

#2 Victory Home Grown ▪ 4.8% abv ▪ Dry-hopped Lager
Gotta give the people what they want, right? A lot of people have been searching for the next go-to beer.
Something hoppy, but still drinkable and refreshing. Search no further! Six varieties of American whole flower
hops pack bold and juicy flavors into this crisp, drinkable lager. Meet Victory Home Grown. $6.5

#3 UFO Pink Lemonade

▪ 4.4% abv ▪ Shandy

Sunny, citrusy, and fun, UFO Pink Lemonade Shandy is the perfect summertime beer. Find your beach chair,
grab a 6-pack, add some friends and you’ve got yourself a recipe for a sensational summer day $6.5

#4 Benediktiner ▪ 5.4% abv ▪

Weissbier

Pouring a hazy, golden-amber hue, slightly deeper than some others of the style, this unfiltered wheat beer
develops a voluminous head of foam. On the nose, look for yeast- and hop-driven notes, with spicy clove-like
herbal tones and moderate noble hop aromas, along with touches of banana esters, bubblegum, and even a wisp
of dried fruit. Flavorwise, the malty backbone is very wheaty and satisfying with a touch of caramel, while the
overall body stays just on the light side of medium-bodied $6.5

#5 Two Roads Bergamonster ▪ 6.4% abv ▪ Witbier
Bergamonster is a limited-release unfiltered wheat ale brewed with Bergamont Orange Peel for a big citrus
kick. Made using raw wheat and a combination of new and old world hops. $6.5

#6 Sweet Water Tropical Lover ▪ 4.8%abv ▪ Berliner Weisse
Tropical Lover delivers aromas of mango, passion fruit, and guava up front, which transition into a
lightly sweet and refreshingly tart finish. Malt Bill: 2 Row, Wheat. Hops: Centennial $6.5

#7 Rogue Honey Kolsch ▪ 5% abv ▪ Kolsch
Situated just across from 40 acres of Rogue hops, 119 colonies of bees were carefully kept and fed and the
honey was uncapped, extracted, filtered, and finally infused into a refreshing Honey Kolsch ale $6.5

#8 #ICANTEVEN ▪ 5.6% abv ▪ Watermelon Blonde ▪ 12oz can
Brewed with equal parts 2-row barley and malted winter wheat, hopped ever-so-gently with Warrior, and
infused with all-natural watermelon, #ICANTEVEN is a refreshing and crushable ale. Designed to satisfy all
beer drinkers, this fruit-infused wheat ale will have you saying “I can’t even..” $6.5

Summer Hop Brews
# 1 Bells Two Hearted ▪ 7% abv ▪ IPA
Brewed with 100% Centennial hops from the Pacific Northwest and named after the Two Hearted River in
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, this IPA is bursting with hop aromas ranging from pine to grapefruit from
massive hop additions in both the kettle and the fermenter. Perfectly balanced with a malt backbone and
combined with the signature fruity aromas of Bell's house yeast, this beer is remarkably drinkable and well
suited for adventures everywhere $6.5

#2 Founders Dankwood ▪ 12.2% abv ▪ Barrel aged Imperial Red
What do you get when a big, bold imperial red IPA meets an oak bourbon barrel? A palate stunner that’ll
send your senses spinning or, as we like to call it, Dankwood. Rich caramel notes emerge from the depths
of the IPA, highlighting strong malt character while the bourbon barrel-aging develops the complexity. A
dank, sticky and slightly sweet sipper, Dankwood is the perfect alchemy of wood and hops $9.5

Summer Draft Brews
#1 Firestone Lager ▪ 4.5% abv ▪
They said I was before my time—maybe I still am. I’m a lover, not a hater. I’m this and I’m that. Craft to
the core, but open to ideas. Hard to make, but easy to drink. Partial to unicorns, puns and good, clean beer.
Born in 2000, born again in 2018. Malts: German Pilsner and North American Pale Hops: What hops? Just
kidding: Hallertau Tradition, Spalter Select, Saphir Dry Hopping: No way, sister.6.5

#2 Demented Strawberry Astarte ▪ 5.5% abv ▪ NITRO Cream Ale
In documented mythology the creation of strawberries is attributed to the ancient Goddess Astarte, more
commonly known by her Greek name Aphrodite. Legend says that upon the death of the mortal
Adonis that the Goddess wept with such passion that her tears fell to the ground as small red hearts.
This is a traditional Cream Ale with over a hundred pounds of fresh strawberries to give it an
incredible nose, and slight tart finish 6.5

#3 New Belgium Hemperor HPA ▪ 7% abv ▪ IPA
The brewers at New Belgium have created a new style of IPA: The Hemperor HPA. With the popularity of
hoppy beers, our brewers are always on the lookout for different hop varieties and the complexities and
flavors new strains can bring. That’s where hemp comes into the picture. Without getting too nerdy, we
found a unique way to recreate hemp terpene flavors in a beer, which complement the inclusion of hop
flavors and hemp hearts (seeds) in a brand new, delicious way—not to mention this beer is extremely
dank! The flavors and aromas are so unique that it’s a style unto itself, hence HPA®. $6.5

“Cool Stuff”
#5 Magnify One-Off Rotational
Our local brewery is now making some of the best IPAs in the state. Visit us each week to see what new and
exciting beer is on draft. Mostly IPAs, but a few surprises will linger here and there PRICE VARIES

#6 Cloverleaf’s Rich’s Ale ● 5.6% ABV ● Pale Ale

Brewed by Alementary for our 85th Anniversary…In 1977, a happy accident happened. Richard Dorchak, 2nd
generation owner of the Cloverleaf, had a slight disagreement with a certain red bow tied beer company. The
conclusion being sell every beer brand EXCEPT the red bow tied bottles, Richard was a man of his word and began
bringing in hard to find beers from across the country and world. This Pale Ale, traditional in style, also has a touch
of modern by utilizing two separate dry-hop additions. Enjoy this ale anywhere fine burgers are sold and certain
beers are not. 6.5

